
Specifi cations

Key Features
• Measurement range: 8-1,750 yd/ 25-5,250 ft. / 7.5-1,600m 
• Functions include actual distance, horizontal distance, height, angle and vertical separation (difference in height between two targets)

measurements as well as three-point measurement (height between two points).
• Measurement results are displayed on both internal and external LCD panels. The external panel displays all results simultaneously.
• The external display employs backlighting for easy visibility even in dark situations. Backlight brightness is adjustable to three levels.
• Log function enables storage of up to 250 measurement results.
• HYPER READ provides quick and stable measurement responses in approx. 0.3 second regardless of distance.
• Target Priority Switch System for measuring overlapping subjects:

  First Target Priority mode displays the distance of the closest subject — useful when measuring the distance to a subject in front of an
 overlapping background.

  Distant Target Priority mode displays that of the farthest subject — useful in wooded areas.
• High-quality 6x monocular with multilayer coating produces bright, clear images
• Long eye relief design affords eyeglass wearers easy viewing
• Diopter adjustment function
• Single or continuous measurement (up to 8 seconds)
• Waterproof (up to 3.3 ft/ 1m for 10 minutes) and fogproof, but not designed for underwater usage; the battery chamber is rainproof
• Wide temperature tolerance: 14°F to 122°F/-10°C to +50°C

Measurement range Distance: 8-1,750 yd. / 25-5,250 ft/7.5-1,600m , Angle: ±89º

Maximum measurement distance (tree)* 1,200 yd. / 3,600 ft/1,100m

Distance display (increment)

[Internal display]

Act (Actual distance)
Main indicator:  every 0.1 yd. / ft /m
Sub-indicator:  every 0.1 yd. / ft /m  (shorter than 999.9 yd./ft /m )
  every 1.0 yd. / ft /m  (1,000.0 yd./ft /m and over)

Hor (Horizontal distance)/Hgt (Height)
Every 0.1 yd. / ft /m

Ang (Angle)
Every 0.1º

[External display]

Actual distance/Horizontal distance/Height
Every 0.1 yd. / ft /m

Angle
Every 0.1º

Accuracy (actual distance)**
±0.3 yd. / ±0.9 ft / ±0.3 m  (shorter than 1,000 yd. / 3,280 ft / 1,000 m )
±1.0 yd. / ±3.0 ft / ±1.0 m  (1,000 yd. / 3,280 ft / 1,000 m  and over)

Magnifi cation (x) 6

Effective diameter of objective lens (mm) 21

Actual fi eld of view (º) 7.5

Eye relief (mm) 18.0

Exit pupil (mm) 3.5

Dimensions (L x H x W) (in. /mm ) 4.3 × 2.9 × 1.7 / 110 × 74 × 42

Weight (oz. / g ) Approx. 6.0 /170  (without battery)

Operating temperature (˚F / ˚C ) 14 — 122 /-10 — +50

Power source CR2 lithium battery × 1 (DC 3V), automatic power shut-off (after approx. 30 sec. unoperated)

Structure
Waterproof (up to 3.3 ft / 1 m  for 10 minutes), fogproof
Battery chamber is rainproof — JIS / IEC protection class 4 (IPX4) equivalent (under Nikon’s testing conditions)

Laser classifi cation IEC60825-1: Class 1M/Laser Product, FDA/21 CFR Part 1040.10: Class I Laser Product

Electromagnetic compatibility FCC Part15 SubPartB class B, EU:EMC directive, AS/NZS, VCCI classB, CU TR 020, ICES-003

Environment RoHS, WEEE

* Under Nikon’s measurement conditions and reference values. ** Under Nikon’s measurement conditions.
The specifications of the product may not be achieved depending on the target object's shape, surface texture 
and nature, and/or weather conditions.

The Forestry Pro II laser rangefi nder/
hypsometer brings an all-new level of 
capability, convenience and value for 
forestry, utility and other industrial and 
commercial applications where the 
ability to remotely measure distances; 
height; angle and two or three point 
calculations are important.

PRODUCT 
NUMBER UPC DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTED 
RETAIL PRICE (SRP)

DEALER 
COST

RECOMMENDED
MVP PRICING◊

16703 018208167036 Forestry Pro II $449.95 $306.00 $449.95

For details, visit NikonSportOptics.
All Nikon Trademarks are the property of Nikon Corporation.
Features and specifi cations are subject to change without notice.

Nikon Service & Repair Center - 6420 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 100, Los Angeles, CA 90048-5501

Technical Information, Service & Repair - 1-800-NIKON US5-YEAR RANGEFINDER LIMITED WARRANTY:
If any Nikon rangefi nder is found to have defects in workmanship or materials, 
we will, at our option, repair or replace it at no charge for a period of 5 years 
from date of purchase. Please see warranty card for limitations and exclusions.

SCAN FOR VIDEO

◊Recommended MVP Prices may have varying effective dates. Please review the most up-to-date Nikon Sport Optics MVP Product List for the    
  current Recommended MVP Price.
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Distance Display Unit

Distances can be shown in
YD (yards), ft (feet) or m (meters).

Switches between First Target Priority 
and Distant Target Priority mode.

Target Priority Mode

The backlight level can be set from
1 to 3, or turned off.

External Display Backlight Level

Used to set the log function 
on or off.

Log Setting

Shows the log list on 
the external display.

Log List

Deletes all logs.

Log Delete
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Two-Points Measurement
(Height between two points)
The Forestry Pro II’s two-point measurement function can be used to measure the 
height of a tree or utility pole when both the top and base are visible. Simply aim at 
the top of the subject and press the button to measure, then do the same at the base 
– the height between the two points will be displayed in both the integral monocular 
display and on the external LCD.

Three-Points Measurement
(Angle calculations for height between two points)
If the top/merchantable height and/or base of the tree or structure is not visible, 
Forestry Pro II provides a three-point measurement mode that calculates the horizontal 
distance to the tree, then measures the angles to the top and base to calculate the 
height between the two points.

Target Priority Mode
The Forestry Pro II’s Target Priority system is capable of reliably picking
up and ranging extremely small or thin targets such as distant power lines 
and small branches.

First Target Priority displays the
distance of the closest subject — 
useful when targeting a tree in front
of a forest background.

Distant Target Priority displays the 
distance of the farthest subject — 
useful when targeting a tree deep in 
the forest.

COMPACT PERFORMANCE
For Forestry, Utility & Construction
Developed as a value-packed surveying instrument for simple, precise
measurements and calculations, Forestry Pro II becomes a go-to tool for 
foresters, utility and construction contractors. Inheriting a long list of base 
attributes from its highly-acclaimed predecessors, this new model offers 
increased ranging capability, improved accuracy and faster response time
for increased confi dence in every measurement result. 

Forestry Pro II measurement functionality includes the ability to remotely 
measure actual distance; horizontal distance; height; angle and both the 
difference in height between two targets (vertical separation) and three-points 
measurements (the height between two points). Distances can be displayed
in feet, yards or meters.

Enhanced Technology Features
The external LCD display of the Forestry Pro II has been upgraded with an 
enhanced pixel count for easier viewing and three-level, adjustable backlight-
ing for easier viewing in poor light conditions. Measured results are displayed 
in approximately 0.3 seconds regardless of the distance being ranged.

Log Function
Forestry Pro II’s new log function stores up to 250 
measurement results, which can be displayed on
the external display.
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